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Article 2:  What it saysArticle 2:  What it says

Ultimate objective to prevent dangerous Ultimate objective to prevent dangerous 
anthropogenic anthropogenic interferenceinterference with the with the 
climate systemclimate system ... within a time frame ... within a time frame 
sufficient to:sufficient to:

»» allow allow ecosystems to adapt naturally to climate ecosystems to adapt naturally to climate 
changechange

»» ensure that food production is not threatened ensure that food production is not threatened 
»» enable economic development to proceed in a enable economic development to proceed in a 

sustainable mannersustainable manner



OverviewOverview

What is dangerousWhat is dangerous
Global framework proposal step by stepGlobal framework proposal step by step
Latest modelingLatest modeling



Where is the climate system Where is the climate system 
now?now?

The climate system is now in an unprecedented state when viewed The climate system is now in an unprecedented state when viewed over last 400over last 400--
800,000 years and maybe longer.800,000 years and maybe longer.



IPCC TAR Risk vs TemperatureIPCC TAR Risk vs Temperature

2oC above 1860s: 
EU target



EcosystemsEcosystems impactsimpacts

0 1 2 3 4

Australia: Highland tropical forests, Queenslad - area loss (50% loss w ith
about a 1.6oC w arming). Inscribed on World Heritage lis t and harbour most

endemic vertebrates of this region (1)

Australia: Alpine ecosystems of south eastern Australia (total loss w ith 3-4oC
warming) (2)

Global: Coral reef bleaching per decade (annually  by 2.1oC) (3)

Europe:  Alpine ecosytems - % of species losing 90% of range (38% by 4.5oC)
(4)

China: Reduction in extent of boreal forest (70% reduction ca 2.8oC above
1861-1890)  (5)

Australia:  Eucalypt species out of climatic range (50% of species out of
current thermal range w ith 3.6oC warming above 1861-1890) (6)

Europe: Changes in plant biodiversity   (32% of sampled areas in Europe in
2050 no longer have species in them that are present now for 2.1oC w arming

above 1961-1990) (7)

South Africa: Severe risk of extinction - succulent Karoo "Hot Spot" projected
to virtually disappear w ith likely extinction of its 2800 endemic plants by 2050

(1.8-2.4oC above 1861-1890) (8)

South Africa:  Range loss and risk of extinction of endemic plants in Fynbos
biome "Hot Spot" projected to lose 51-61% of area, w ith 10% of endemic

Proteaceae species suffering complete range loss. (9)

No significant e ffect
(<5%) or very low
risk

Small  impact (5-10)
or low risk

Moderate im pact
(10-20%) or
moderate risk eg
local extinction
Large impacts (20-
50%) or signi ficant
risk of extinction

Severe impacts
(>50%) or h igh risk
of extinction



Impacts on coastal wetlandsImpacts on coastal wetlands

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Global assessment: progres sive coas tal wetland loss with increasing warming
(22.2% for ca. 3 .4oC warm ing) (1a)

Global assessment: progres sive coas tal wetland loss with increasing warming
(5.7% for ca. 3.4oC warming) (1b)

USA, southern New England: extens ive loss of wetlands  local sea level rise greater
than 6mm/yr (2)

USA: Loss  of important forag ing, migratory and wintering bi rd habita t at five sites
(20- 70% los s for ca. 2.6oC warming) (3)

USA, Delaware:  (loss of 21% ca. 3.4oC warming - 100 year floods  occurring 3-4
tim es m ore frequently) (4)

European wetlands: Atlantic coast (0 to  17% los s for 1.5-4.2oC warming in 2080s)
(5)

European wetlands: Baltic coas t (84-98% for 1 .5-4.2oC warming in 2080s) (6)

European wetlands: Mediterranean coast (31-100% loss for 1 .5-4.2oC warming in
2080s) (7) 

Bangladesh, Sundarbans: Progress ive loss of mangrove fores t and wetlands ,
includ ing habi tat of Bengal tiger (75% los s at 2.5oC) (8)

Australia , Kakadu region: Loss of, or serious  dam age to, Kakadu World Heritage
listed wetlands (30cm, uncerta in) (9)

No s ignif icant effect
(less than 5%)

Small impact (ca 5-
10%)

Moderate loss (ca
10-20%)

Large loss (20-50%
or greater)

Severe loss (50% or
more)



Impacts on animal speciesImpacts on animal species

0 1 2 3 4

Arctic : Reduction in range of  keystone arctic mammal - Collared Lemming: 
50% reduction in range for 1.8-2.9oC global increase above 1861-1890 (1)

USA:  Waterfow l breeding population reduction (overall reduction in waterfow l
abundance and wetland extent) in the Prairie Pot Hole region - breeding

population reduction 45% for ca 3.3oC w arming (2)

USA:  Reduction in range of coolwater, salmonid f ish in Rocky Mountains (3)

USA:  Reduction in range of coolw ater, salmonid f ish in Wyoming habitat (4)

Mexico: Range reduction for many species w ith likely  severe ecological
perturbations ( 5-19% of species lose 50% or more of range w ith 1.7-2.4oC

warming) (5)

South Africa: 78% of 179 animal species studied experience range contraction
- 29 endangered or vulnerable species suffer 50% or more reduction in range

(2.4oC by 2050s wrt 1861-1890) (6)

South Africa: Predicted extinction of four species (2.4oC by 2050s w rt 1861-
1890) (7)

Australia: Very large range reduction or elimination of 3 species of frogs and
15 species of endangered mammals in Dryandra forest of south western

Australia (7)

No significant e ffect
(<5%) or very low
risk

Smal l im pact (5-10)
or low risk

Moderate impact
(10-20%) or
moderate risk eg
local extinction

Large im pacts (20-
50%) or s igni ficant
risk of extinction

Severe impacts
(>50%) or high risk
of extinction



Rainforests in North Queensland, Rainforests in North Queensland, 
Australia: „Impending environmental Australia: „Impending environmental 

catastrophe“catastrophe“

Figure 1. Geographical pattern of species richness of regionally endemic rainforest 
vertebrates at each temperature scenario. Species richness is produced by overlaying all 
species-distribution models at each temperature scenario. Williams et al 2003















Basic Principles for Moving Basic Principles for Moving 
ForwardForward

Equity Equity –– equal access to the atmospheric equal access to the atmospheric 
commonscommons
–– Give increasing weight to the aim of per capita Give increasing weight to the aim of per capita 

emissions convergence over the course of the emissions convergence over the course of the 
2121stst centurycentury

–– Intergenerational equityIntergenerational equity

Historical responsibilityHistorical responsibility
Ability to pay and the capacity to actAbility to pay and the capacity to act



Basic PrinciplesBasic Principles

Not harm ability of countries to achieve Not harm ability of countries to achieve 
sustainable development objectivessustainable development objectives
Rio principles Rio principles –– provision by developed provision by developed 
countries of resources and funding for countries of resources and funding for 
developmentdevelopment



Three TracksThree Tracks

Track One:  Kyoto Track with legally binding 
emission reduction in subsequent commitment 
periods

Track Two:  Greening (decarbonisation) 
Track for the developing countries not in the 
Kyoto Track

Track Three: Adaptation Track for the most 
vulnerable regions



The Kyoto TrackThe Kyoto Track

Legally binding, tradable emission Legally binding, tradable emission 
limitations and reduction obligationslimitations and reduction obligations
Deep cuts by Deep cuts by industrialised industrialised countriescountries
Very small set of developing countries Very small set of developing countries 
according to a set of criteriaaccording to a set of criteria
–– Relative per capita emissionsRelative per capita emissions
–– Per capita income Per capita income 
–– Historical responsibilityHistorical responsibility



Kyoto Track is not...Kyoto Track is not...

VoluntaryVoluntary
Pledge and reviewPledge and review
Intensity targets for Intensity targets for industrialised industrialised countriescountries
Binding Binding sectoral sectoral targets for targets for industrialised industrialised 
countriescountries



RatherRather……

It builds on the heart         of the Kyoto It builds on the heart         of the Kyoto 
Protocol, binding absolute caps on Protocol, binding absolute caps on 
emissions for developed countriesemissions for developed countries
–– Recognised Recognised in Berlin that voluntary had not in Berlin that voluntary had not 

workedworked
–– Assessed emissions trends thenAssessed emissions trends then
–– Current trends in the US reinforce the fact that Current trends in the US reinforce the fact that 

voluntary, voluntary, 



Greening (Greening (DecarbonisationDecarbonisation) Track) Track

Majority of developing countriesMajority of developing countries
Designed to enable developing countries to Designed to enable developing countries to 
follow a low carbon path to developmentfollow a low carbon path to development
Actions and policies should rapidly Actions and policies should rapidly 
accelerate the introduction of new, accelerate the introduction of new, 
sustainable technologies (already tested in sustainable technologies (already tested in 
Track One countries)Track One countries)



DecarbonisationDecarbonisation Track acc. toTrack acc. to……

Availability of resources and technology Availability of resources and technology 
from from industrialised industrialised countriescountries
Level of emission reductions undertaken by Level of emission reductions undertaken by 
Kyoto track countriesKyoto track countries
Adoption of no regrets measures by all as a Adoption of no regrets measures by all as a 
basebase



Decarb Decarb Track commitment Track commitment 
development could be guided by:development could be guided by:
Sustainable Development Policies and Sustainable Development Policies and 
MeasuresMeasures
Sectoral Sectoral carbon intensity targetscarbon intensity targets
Triptych approachTriptych approach
–– DomesticDomestic
–– Internationally exposed industryInternationally exposed industry
–– Power sectorPower sector



Adaptation TrackAdaptation Track

Meet the needs of key vulnerable regions to Meet the needs of key vulnerable regions to 
assist with adaptation measuresassist with adaptation measures
Funded by Funded by industrialised industrialised countriescountries
Compensation for the unavoidable impactsCompensation for the unavoidable impacts
Current Kyoto elements as baseCurrent Kyoto elements as base
–– Adaptation FundAdaptation Fund
–– Special Climate Change FundSpecial Climate Change Fund
–– LDC FundLDC Fund



How to decide level of action?  Must How to decide level of action?  Must 
be fairbe fair

Three mitigation stages for the Three mitigation stages for the 
DecarbonisationDecarbonisation TrackTrack

Stage One;  All but LDCs involved

Stage Two:  Countries move from Decarb to Kyoto 
Track and switch from limited growth of emissions to 
reductions of emissions (binding obligation to 
stabilise)
Stage Three:  Main Reduction stage for developing 
countries, but all Annex B should already be here by the 
second commitment period



Criteria for moving between stagesCriteria for moving between stages
From Adaptation to From Adaptation to DecarbDecarb stagestage
–– According to criteria which would also be used According to criteria which would also be used 

to determine the level of effort in the to determine the level of effort in the DecarbDecarb
stage involving a combination of:stage involving a combination of:

»» Relative per capita emissions (equity)Relative per capita emissions (equity)
»» Ability/capacity to act (Ability/capacity to act (egeg per capita income)per capita income)
»» ResponsibilityResponsibility

From From DecarbDecarb to Kyoto stage to Kyoto stage ––
–– Automatically after five yearsAutomatically after five years



Emission Reduction TargetsEmission Reduction Targets

Set in Kyoto TrackSet in Kyoto Track
Set every five years, 6 gases, bunker fuelsSet every five years, 6 gases, bunker fuels
6060--80% by 2050 for Annex B to stay within 80% by 2050 for Annex B to stay within 
2 degrees C2 degrees C
Global emissions peak by the 2020s at the Global emissions peak by the 2020s at the 
latest with substantial global reductions by latest with substantial global reductions by 
the 2050sthe 2050s
Some developing countries would continue Some developing countries would continue 
to increase for sometime after the 2020s to increase for sometime after the 2020s 
before the before the stabilisation stabilisation stage stage 



Analysis of emissions reductions Analysis of emissions reductions 
required for staying below 2°C?required for staying below 2°C?

Malte MeinshausenMalte Meinshausen
maltemalte..meinshausenmeinshausen@@
dialadiala..greenpeacegreenpeace.org.org
February, 2004February, 2004



The fine print The fine print (decisive default assumptions)(decisive default assumptions)
Emission profiles consistent with staying below 2Emission profiles consistent with staying below 2°°°°°°°°C C 

Climate calculations consistent with TAR science (MAGICC 4.1; Climate calculations consistent with TAR science (MAGICC 4.1; 
WigleyWigley et al.) et al.) –– using ensemble means over fits to 7 using ensemble means over fits to 7 AOGCMsAOGCMs
(climate sensitivity about 2.8(climate sensitivity about 2.8°°°°°°°°C/2xCO2)C/2xCO2)

MultiMulti--gas emission profiles taking into account a pluralism of gas emission profiles taking into account a pluralism of 
approaches and reduction potentials within the existing set of approaches and reduction potentials within the existing set of 
SRES / PostSRES / Post--SRES scenarios. Used model: SiMCaP. More details SRES scenarios. Used model: SiMCaP. More details 
on this methodology in Meinshausen et al., in preparation, and on this methodology in Meinshausen et al., in preparation, and 
www.www.simcapsimcap.org.org. . 

AnnexAnnex--I countries start reduction efforts in 2010. I countries start reduction efforts in 2010. 
NonNon--Annex I countries start in 2015.Annex I countries start in 2015.

No further assumptions on burden sharing differentiation (MultiNo further assumptions on burden sharing differentiation (Multi--
Stage etc...). The presented differentiation between Annex I andStage etc...). The presented differentiation between Annex I and
NonNon--Annex I is solely based on the projected emission shares for Annex I is solely based on the projected emission shares for 
AI and NAI in the set of existing SRES / PostAI and NAI in the set of existing SRES / Post--SRES emission SRES emission 
scenarios. scenarios. 

























Framework is NecessaryFramework is Necessary

Need a short, medium and longNeed a short, medium and long--term term 
framework to ensure we stay in the tolerable framework to ensure we stay in the tolerable 
windowwindow
Other approaches such as intensity targets, Other approaches such as intensity targets, 
fragmented approach, global sector will not fragmented approach, global sector will not 
ensure stay within the tolerable windowensure stay within the tolerable window
Contraction and convergence Contraction and convergence –– while while 
providing a framework providing a framework –– is not a viable is not a viable 
basis for a negotiable and practicable basis for a negotiable and practicable 
regime regime 



Building blocks are thereBuilding blocks are there

Adaptation Adaptation –– tools exist, funds are lacking, tools exist, funds are lacking, 
need is extremeneed is extreme
Decarbonisation Decarbonisation –– links in with bringing links in with bringing 
climate into development pathways and climate into development pathways and 
ensuring a multiensuring a multi--beneficial approachbeneficial approach
Kyoto Kyoto –– builds on previous knowledge and builds on previous knowledge and 
proof that if want to reduce emissions, proof that if want to reduce emissions, 
binding, absolute caps are the only way binding, absolute caps are the only way 
forward forward 



Info@climatenetwork.orgInfo@climatenetwork.org
http:www.http:www.climatenetworkclimatenetwork.org.org
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